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The history of basketball is chock-full of famous
buzzer-beating shots, amazing game-saving plays,
and thrilling maneuvers that defy gravity. All fans
have their favorite memory, just as they have their
favorite team and their favorite player. Now here's a
book that offers a look back at more than fifteen of
the sport's best moments. The Block, The Steal, The
Shot. Chamberlain, Abdul-Jabbar, Bird, Jordan, and
James. Each entry captures the nail-biting tension of
the minutes leading up to the play, as well as
information about the superstar players that made
them and the teams that they played for. Packed
with facts and action, this is a book young basketball
fans will reach for again and again -- and because it
comes from Matt Christopher, young readers know
they're getting the best sports writing on the shelf.
From the street game to March Madness to Jordan
and LeBron, the greatest writing about the grit,
grace, and glory of basketball Made in America,
basketball is a sport that stirs a national passion,
reaching fever pitch during the NCAA's March
Madness and the NBA Finals. Masterfully assembled
by longtime Sports Illustratedwriter Alexander Wolff,
Basketball spans eight decades to bring together a
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dream team of writers as awe-inspiring and
endlessly inventive as the game itself. Here are indepth profiles of the legends of the
hardcourt--Russell, Kareem, Bird, Jordan, and
LeBron--and storied franchises such as the Knicks
and Celtics, along with dazzling portraits of the flash
and sizzle of playground ball and more personal
reflections on the game by some of America's finest
writers, among them Donald Hall, John Edgar
Wideman, and Pat Conroy. Highlights include James
Naismith recalling how he invented the game that
would go on to conquer the world; John McPhee
capturing the ever-disciplined Bill Bradley as a
Princeton Tiger; Peter Goldman's indelible portrait of
the life and death of a Harlem Globetrotter; and
Michael Lewis's account of the brave new world of
NBA analytics. Classic journalism about inner-city
basketball by Pete Axthelm, Rick Telander, and
Darcy Frey is joined by stories of the game's
popularity across America, from the heartland of
Hoosier country to an Apache Reservation in
Arizona.
"An oral history of basketball"-Learn the latest statistics along with information on
all your favorite players in the newest edition of the
bestselling The Everything Kids’ Basketball Book,
featuring great tips for mastering the game! Learn
how to play like a pro—and win—the fun game of
basketball! Filled with dozens of games, puzzles,
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and activities, this book shows kids how to be a
wizard on the court, hitting jumpers like Jordan while
also learning the importance of teamwork. Covering
everything you need to know about basketball, The
Everything Kids’ Basketball Book explains all the
rules of the game, the history of the sport, and
information on your favorite players. Featuring up-todate records of the NBA, WNBA, NCAA, and
Olympic basketball, you’ll learn how to stay active
and healthy while playing the sport you love.
**A New York Times Editors' Choice Pick** **Winner
of the 2021 New Mexico-Arizona General Nonfiction
Book Award** "A heart-stomping, heart-stopping
read. Unsentimental. Unforgettable. Astonishing.
Brothers on Three captures the roar of a community
spirit powered by blood history, loyalty, and ferocious
love." —Debra Magpie Earling, author of Perma Red
From journalist Abe Streep, the story of coming of
age on a reservation in the American West and a
team uniting a community March 11, 2017, was a
night to remember: in front of the hopeful eyes of
thousands of friends, family members, and fans, the
Arlee Warriors would finally bring the high school
basketball state championship title home to the
Flathead Indian Reservation. The game would
become the stuff of legend, with the boys revered as
local heroes. The team’s place in Montana history
was now cemented, but for starters Will Mesteth, Jr.
and Phillip Malatare, life would keep moving
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on—senior year was only just beginning. In Brothers
on Three, we follow Phil and Will, along with their
teammates, coaches, and families, as they balance
the pressures of adolescence, shoulder the dreams
of their community, and chart their own individual
courses for the future. Brothers on Three is not
simply a story about high school basketball, about
state championships and a winning team. It is a book
about community, and it is about boys on the cusp of
adulthood, finding their way through the intersecting
worlds they inhabit and forging their own paths to
personhood.
From the editors of Sports Illustrated Kids comes
The Big Book of Who: Basketball, a 128-page
collection of basketball's brightest stars, past and
present. Profiles, facts and stats will bring the best
players in pro basketball history to life with all of the
classic touches that Sports Illustrated Kids is famous
for--terrific, age-appropriate writing and exciting
sports photography. Court greats from Lebron
James to Michael Jordan, Candace Parker to Allen
Iverson, Shaq to Magic Johnson, will be profiled.
Written in a fun question and answer format, kids will
be able to stump their friends. The Big Book of Who:
Basketball is a book young sports fans will return to
again and again as a lively, exciting resource.
The Book of BasketballThe NBA According to the
Sports GuyESPN
The Great Book of Basketball is an entertaining,
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instructive and interesting Trivia & Facts book about
Basketball. This is a book full of trivia questions that
deal with six decades of stories of the orange
roundie.
"Gary Pluff has put together a great manual for basketball
players 12-to-18 who want to get better. The A-Z Basketball
Book is a great read for those interested in learning more
about the game and becoming improved players." Jim
Boeheim, Head Coach Syracuse Men's Basketball The A-Z
Basketball Book is for all players, from age 12 to 18, that
want to know what it takes to excel at the great game of
basketball. Developed from a lifetime of coaching, playing,
and studying, this comprehensive book condenses all the
wisdom of the game down into an easy-to-read A to Z format.
Meant to be read over and over again, the book will help
young players elevate their game by increasing their
knowledge and insight of the sport.
Are you a real fan of World Wrestling Entertainment ®? Do
you have ruthless aggression? Do you have to know it all -and beyond? Now you can step up and prove it! Here for the
first time, test just how much you really know in The Ultimate
World Wrestling Entertainment Trivia Book. Not for the fan
who just knows it all, but for the fan who lives it all! 1. Vince
McMahon™'s first role in the WWE™was as a TV announcer.
What Hall of Famer was his first broadcast partner? a) Pat
Patterson b) Jesse "the Body" Ventura c) Antonino Rocca 2.
What was the outcome of the Andre the Giant vs. Hulk
Hogan™ match at WrestleMania™ IV? a) Andre won by pinfall
b) Double disqualification c) Time-limit draw d) Hogan won by
pinfall 3. After losing his Hardcore Championship -- on
February 7, 2002 -- Undertaker™ took out his frustration on
The Rock®, giving him a Tombstone™ on top of what type of
vehicle? a) Corvette b) Truck c) Zamboni d) Limousine 4.
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Match the4superstar
his/her hometown: a) Maven b)
Brock Lesnar c) Trish Stratus d) Hardcore Holly e) Eddie
Guerrero f) William Regal 1) El Paso, Texas 2)
Charlottesville, Virginia 3) Minneapolis, Minnesota 4) Toronto,
Ontario 5) Mobile, Alabama 6) Blackpool, England Answers 1.
c) Antonino Rocca 2. b) Double disqualification 3. d)
Limousine 4. Match the superstar with his/her hometown: a-2)
Maven-Charlottesville, Virginia b-3) Brock LesnarMinneapolis, Minnesota c-4) Trish Stratus-Toronto, Ontario
d-5) Hardcore Holly-Mobile, Alabama e-1) Eddie Guerrero-El
Paso, Texas f-6) William Regal-Blackpool, England
ESPN's beloved Sports Guy replays the years leading up to
the Boston Red Sox historic championship season and says
goodbye to a lifetime of suffering. At least for now. "The Red
Sox won the World Series." To Citizen No. 1 of Red Sox
Nation, those seven words meant "No more 1918 chants. No
more smug glances from Yankee fans. No more worrying
about living an entire life -- that's 80 years, followed by death
without seeing the Red Sox win a Series." But once he was
able to type those life-changing words, Bill Simmons decided
to look back at his Sports Guy columns for the last five years
to find out how the miracle came to pass. And that's where
the trouble began. Why didnt he see it coming? Why didn't it
happen sooner? What was the key deal, the lucky move, the
funny bounce, the sign from above that he failed to spot?
Pretty soon, The Sports Guy was second-guessing himself,
rewriting history, sniping at his own past predictions,
pounding the table -- that's what sports guys do, right And
doing so, he let himself get sidetracked by the suffering of the
Boston Bruins, frustrated by the false promise of the Celtics -and driven into a state of ecstasy by the dynastic New
England Patriots. The result is Now I Can Die in Peace, a
hilarious and fresh new look at some of the best sportswriting
in America, with sharp critical commentary (and fresh
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A vibrant, unconventional, highly opinionated guide to the
triumphs, joys, struggles, and heartbreaks of the modern era
of the game, for every obsessive basketball fan who loves to
hate hot takes The Joy of Basketball celebrates the meteoric
rise of basketball over the last quarter century by ignoring the
bland, traditionalist binary of wins or losses. Instead, the
book's focus is on everything else. Using text, charts, and
illustrations that upend conventional jock wisdom, the book
details the most incredible players in history, draft flops, longlimbed oddballs, superteams, the international talent wave,
brawls, scandals, the rapid evolution of contemporary
gameplay, coaching, fashion, crime, positional erosion, tragic
tales, memes, and the sacred Kardashian Blessing. Bouncing
between witty graphics and keen sociopolitical observations,
The Joy of Basketball is a subversive sports manifesto
camouflaged as a colorful reference book for your coffee
table.
Who is the only NBA player to score 100 points in a game?
What team holds the league record with 33 wins in a row?
What post player was known for his signature move, the
Dream Shake? Learn the answer to these questions and
more in The Best of Everything Basketball Book.
B is for Basketball is the perfect book for beginner youth
basketball players. From the letter A to the letter Z, this book
provides all the basics of basketball and covers the
fundamentals of passing, shooting, Xs and Os, and so much
more that goes into learning the game. Fun and exciting
illustrations, this colorful book teaches kids how to develop an
understanding of the game and improve ball skills at an early
age.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • John Grisham takes
you to a different kind of court in his first basketball novel.
Samuel “Sooley” Sooleymon is a raw, young talent with big
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hoop dreams—and
bigger challenges off the court. “Hard
to put down ... the pages turn quickly ... building to a climax
that won’t leave readers doubting whether this is a John
Grisham novel.” —Associated Press In the summer of his
seventeenth year, Samuel Sooleymon gets the chance of a
lifetime: a trip to the United States with his South Sudanese
teammates to play in a showcase basketball tournament. He
has never been away from home, nor has he ever been on an
airplane. The opportunity to be scouted by dozens of college
coaches is a dream come true. Samuel is an amazing athlete,
with speed, quickness, and an astonishing vertical leap. The
rest of his game, though, needs work, and the American
coaches are less than impressed. During the tournament,
Samuel receives devastating news from home: A civil war is
raging across South Sudan, and rebel troops have ransacked
his village. His father is dead, his sister is missing, and his
mother and two younger brothers are in a refugee camp.
Samuel desperately wants to go home, but it’s just not
possible. Partly out of sympathy, the coach of North Carolina
Central offers him a scholarship. Samuel moves to Durham,
enrolls in classes, joins the team, and prepares to sit out his
freshman season. There is plenty of more mature talent and
he isn’t immediately needed. But Samuel has something no
other player has: a fierce determination to succeed so he can
bring his family to America. He works tirelessly on his game,
shooting baskets every morning at dawn by himself in the
gym, and soon he’s dominating everyone in practice. With
the Central team losing and suffering injury after injury,
Sooley, as he is nicknamed, is called off the bench. And the
legend begins. But how far can Sooley take his team? And
will success allow him to save his family? Gripping and
moving, Sooley showcases John Grisham’s unparalleled
storytelling powers in a whole new light. This is Grisham at
the top of his game.
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The celebration
of Washington
overdue. The D.C. metro area stands second to none in its
contributions to the game. Countless figures who have had a
significant impact on the sport over the years have roots in
the region, including E.B. Henderson, the first AfricanAmerican certified to teach public school physical education,
and Earl Lloyd, the first African-American to take the court in
an actual NBA game. The city's Spingarn High School
produced two players – Elgin Baylor and Dave Bing –
recognized among the NBA’s 50 greatest at the League’s
50th anniversary celebration. No other high school in the
country can make that claim.These figures and many others
are chronicled in this book, the first-ever comprehensive look
at the great high school players, teams and coaches in the
D.C. metropolitan area. Based on more than 150 interviews,
The Capital of Basketball is first and foremost a book about
basketball. But in discussing the trends and evolution of the
game, McNamara also uncovers the turmoil in the lives of the
players and area residents as they dealt with prejudice,
educational inequities, politics, and the ways the area has
changed through the years.
It seems unlikely that James Naismith, who grew up playing
“Duck on the Rock” in the rural community of Almonte,
Canada, would invent one of America’s most popular sports.
But Rob Rains and Hellen Carpenter’s fascinating, in-depth
biography James Naismith: The Man Who Invented
Basketball shows how this young man—who wanted to be a
medical doctor, or if not that, a minister (in fact, he was
both)—came to create a game that has endured for over a
century. James Naismith reveals how Naismith invented
basketball in part to find an indoor activity to occupy students
in the winter months. When he realized that the key to his
game was that men could not run with the ball, and that
throwing and jumping would eliminate the roughness of force,
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something.
And while Naismith thought that
other sports provided better exercise, he was pleased to
create a game that “anyone could play.” With unprecedented
access to the Naismith archives and documents, Rains and
Carpenter chronicle how Naismith developed the 13 rules of
basketball, coached the game at the University of
Kansas—establishing college basketball in the process—and
was honored for his work at the 1936 Olympic games in
Berlin.
"George Gund foundation imprint in African American
Studies"--P. facing t.p.
From Michael Jordan to'Magic' Johnson, LeBron James to
Shaquille O'Neale, Basketball LegendsAlphabet is a slamdunk A to Z of All-Star ballers that have earned their place in
history. Fantastic for young fans from the age they can
dribble to the age they can dunk. A magical way to inspire
their hoop dreams.
Documents the story of the Olympic squad that won the gold
at the 1992 Barcelona Games, assessing the achievements
and legacy of some of the NBA's greatest players, including
Magic Johnson, Michael Jordan, and Charles Barkley.
The long-awaited autobiography from Georgetown
University’s legendary coach, whose life on and off the
basketball court threw America’s unresolved struggle with
racial justice into sharp relief. John Thompson was never just
a basketball coach and I Came As A Shadow is categorically
not just a basketball autobiography. After five decades at the
center of race and sports in America, Thompson—the iconic
NCAA champion, Black activist, and educator—was ready to
make the private public at last, and he completed this
autobiography shortly before his death in the historically
tumultuous summer of 2020. Chockful of stories and moving
beyond mere stats (three Final Fours, four-time national
coach of the year, seven Big East championships, 97 percent
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Thompson’s
childhood under Jim Crow segregation to our current moment
of racial reckoning. We experience riding shotgun with Celtics
icon Red Auerbach and coaching NBA Hall of Famers like
Patrick Ewing and Allen Iverson. What were the origins of the
the phrase “Hoya Paranoia”? You’ll see. And parting his veil
of secrecy, Thompson brings us into his negotiation with a
D.C. drug kingpin in his players’ orbit in the 1980s, as well as
behind the scenes of his years on the Nike board.
Thompson’s mother was a teacher who had to clean houses
because of racism in the nation's capital. His father could not
read or write. Their son grew up to be a man with his own
larger-than-life statue in a building that bears his family’s
name on a campus once kept afloat by the selling of 272
enslaved Black people. This is a great American story, and
John Thompson’s experience sheds light on many of the
issues roiling our nation. In these pages, he proves himself to
be the elder statesman whose final words college basketball
and the country need to hear. I Came As A Shadow is not a
swan song, but a bullhorn blast from one of America’s most
prominent sons.
My First Book of Basketball, the sixth book in the best-selling
Rookie Book series from Sports Illustrated Kids, coaches
young kids through the game of basketball with a visual
retelling of a professional basketball game—from the jump ball
to the game-winning basket! Dribbling, passing, traveling,
shooting, dunks, and more are all explained using a fun mix
of Sports Illustrated action photography, simple text, a full
glossary of terms, and awesome graphics. Illustrated
"Rookie" characters—a girl, Gabby, and a boy, Sprat—appear
on every page, providing fun facts and simple explanations to
help kids better understand the game. Perfect for emerging
readers from preschool up, My First Book of Basketball is
meant to be a shared reading experience between parents
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before, during, and after the game.
Offers highlights and entertaining facts from twenty of the
greatest Super Bowls in the history of professional football.
One dribble, two dribbles, three dribbles, four. One step, two
steps, in the basket, score! When Kayla is first introduced to
the game of basketball, she quickly learns that there is more
to the sport than learning how to play. Kayla discovers that
basketball is magical, and gives many gifts along the way!
Written in rhyme, this book is inspired by the true story of a
young Canadian girl who used an orange basketball to live
out her dreams. 'The Magic of Basketball!' encourages
children to recognize all of the gifts and opportunities that
sports can provide. It teaches young girls and boys that the
opportunities are endless when you work hard and follow your
dreams.
Test your knowledge about the history of the hardcourt, from
the days of peach baskets and set shots to the high-flying
dunkers of today. The title features informative sidebars, a
trivia quiz, a glossary, and further resources. SportsZone is
an imprint of Abdo Publishing Company.
Bringing together a lineup of writing talent worthy of the Hall
of Fame, this anthology of classic stories represents the best
work of sports writers over the past 50 years, including
contributions from A.J. Liebling, Jimmy Breslin, George
Plimpton, Wallace Stegner, William Faulkner, and John
Steinbeck.
A brilliant, entertaining deconstruction of basketball, drawing
on the expertise of board-game creators, magicians,
therapists, and more Basketball is the second-most popular
sport in the world—an insanely complicated game built on a
combination of athleticism, craftiness, rules, intangibles, and
superstardom. However, while it’s enjoyable to watch, the
real reason it works is because it’s a game of culture, art,
and all the things that make us human. How to Watch
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Basketball4Like
a Genius
deconstructs the sport from top to
bottom and then puts it back together again, detailing its
intricacies through reporting and dozens of interviews with
experts. These experts, however, are a diverse group: wine
critics weighing in on LeBron’s ability to delegate on the fly,
magicians analyzing Chris Paul’s mystifying dribbling
techniques, cartographers breaking down Steph Curry’s
deadeye three-point shooting. Every chapter treats basketball
to a multi-disciplined study that adventures far beyond the
lines of the court, examining key elements of the sport from
some surprising and revealing angles. There’s a reason it
has conquered the world, and every game is a chance to
learn about pop culture, fashion, history, science, art, and
anything else that bounces our way.
"Traces the life of one of the most legendary basketball
players in the history of the sport, drawing upon interviews
with Jordan's friends, family, and teammates, and following
his career from college to the NBA."--Provide by publisher.
The definitive, compulsively readable story of the greatest era
of the most iconic league in college basketball history—the Big
East “This book captures the inside of a special time in Big
East basketball. If you love the game, this book is a must
read!”—Jim Calhoun, former University of Connecticut men’s
basketball coach The names need no introduction: Thompson
and Patrick, Boeheim and the Pearl, and of course Gavitt.
And the moments are part of college basketball lore: the
Sweater Game, Villanova Beats Georgetown, and Six
Overtimes. But this is the story of the Big East Conference
that you haven’t heard before—of how the Northeast, once an
afterthought, became the epicenter of college basketball.
Before the league’s founding, East Coast basketball had
crowned just three national champions in forty years, and
none since 1954. But in the Big East’s first ten years, five of
its teams played for a national championship. The league
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didn’t merely
inherit good
teams; it created them. But how
did this unlikely group of schools come to dominate college
basketball so quickly and completely? Including interviews
with more than sixty of the key figures in the conference’s
history, The Big East charts the league’s daring beginnings
and its incredible rise. It transports fans inside packed arenas
to epic wars fought between transcendent players, and
behind locker-room doors where combustible coaches battled
even more fiercely for a leg up. Started on a handshake and
a prayer, the Big East carved an improbable arc in sports
history, an ensemble of Catholic schools banding together to
not only improve their own stations but rewrite the geographic
boundaries of basketball. As former UConn coach Jim
Calhoun eloquently put it, “It was Camelot. Camelot with bad
language.”
Learn the Incredible Story of the Cleveland Cavaliers'
Superstar LeBron James! Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if
you buy the print edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle
edition for yourself! An Amazon Best Seller, LeBron James:
The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Players,
outlines the inspirational story of LeBron James. This
unauthorized biography of LeBron James highlights his
journey so far in the NBA from once-doubted leader to
perennial title contender. Few players demand as much
excitement from crowds as LeBron James. It does not take a
basketball fanatic to recognize and respect the name of
LeBron James. Around the world, fans idolize LeBron for his
unbelievable athletic prowess and collaborative team-based
nature on the court. He has become one of the most
respected and professional players in the league today. Read
on to learn about LeBron James' journey into the league, his
first trip in Cleveland, his four years in Miami, as well as an
outlook on his future since he has returned to Cleveland.
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LeBron James
has had
a legendary basketball career playing
in the National Basketball Association. It's no surprise why
day in and day out, regardless of who is the latest trendy
player, LeBron James remains undoubtedly one of the best, if
not the best. Don't delay, pick up your copy of this book today
to learn Lebron's inspiring journey. Here is a preview of what
is inside this book: Childhood and High School Years
LeBron's NBA Career - James' Rise to All-Star, First Playoffs
Appearance, First Trip to the Finals, and more The Decision Villain Debut, Quest for the Championship, Repeat Title The
Decision 2.0 - Returning Home LeBron James' Personal Life
King James' Legacy & Future An excerpt from the book:
LeBron James is a basketball player whose talent was home
grown in the city of Akron, Ohio. Currently he is the
unquestioned leader of the Cleveland Cavaliers and one of
the most respected icons of sports history, James has
accomplished great feats in a decade as a professional
basketball player. A two-time NBA Champion with the Miami
Heat, LeBron has received the Finals MVP twice, and
assembled a collection of four MVP trophies. A complete
cleaner on the stat sheet, James has also lead in the
intangible areas of the game, specifically on the defensive
end. LeBron has been a member of the All Defensive First
Team for five years. People all around the world recognize his
legendary persona. His current mission is to bring a title to his
championship-deprived city of Cleveland. James is an
international icon. In the business world, James has
established himself as one of the powerhouse figures in
sports marketing through his basketball play. The LeBron
James brand is one of the most valuable in terms of sports
branding. According to Forbes, James surpassed Tiger
Woods in being one of the most valuable sports names in the
world. His game, like his physical build, is something the
world has never seen before. At an incredible 6' 9", James
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run the floor with a guard-like poise.
Prior to the 2004 NBA season, the NBA and its fans never
saw a specimen like James. Everything from his biological
make-up to his ability to understand the game in a cerebral
way seemed to be a manifestation of what was only created
by a basketball god may. Contrary to what his doubters would
have liked, LeBron appeared to seamlessly transition from his
high school style of play into the NBA. Tags: LeBron James,
Cleveland Cavaliers, Miami Heat, Kyrie Irving, Kevin Love,
Kobe Bryant, Kevin Durant, Steph Curry, Dwayne Wade,
Chris Bosh
Become a football trivia expert with these tough questions!
The Ultimate Football Trivia Book tests and expands your
knowledge on the sport of football—covering players’ careers
from Draft Day to the rookie season, the Pro Bowl, and
beyond! In this collection of six hundred questions, seasoned
football writer Chris Price tests your level of expertise on all
things football. Some of the many questions that Price poses
include: Who was the last player to collect an MVP and Super
Bowl trophy in the same season? (Kurt Warner) Which rookie
running back set the NFL record for most rushing yards in a
season? (Eric Dickerson) Who is the only quarterback in the
top 10 in career playoff passing yards NOT to win a Super
Bowl? (Dan Marino) What 2010 Pro Bowl quarterback never
started a game in college? (Matt Cassel) Football stars and
coaches past and present are represented, from Johnny
Unitas to Peyton Manning, Randy Moss to Tom Brady, Bart
Starr to Aaron Rodgers, Bill Parcells to Bill Belichick and
everyone in between. The Ultimate Football Trivia Book is the
definitive test for knowledgeable football fans!
Perfect for fans of Moneyball and The Book of Basketball, this
vivid, thoroughly entertaining, and well-researched book
explores the NBA’s surge in popularity in the 1970s and
1980s and its transformation into a global cultural institution.
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Far beyond
simply being
a sports league, the NBA has
become an entertainment and pop culture juggernaut. From
all kinds of team logo merchandise to officially branded video
games and players crossing over into reality television, film,
fashion lines, and more, there is an inseparable line between
sports and entertainment. But only four decades ago, this
would have been unthinkable. Featuring writing that leaps off
the page with energy and wit, journalist and basketball fan
Pete Croatto takes us behind the scenes to the meetings that
lead to the monumental American Basketball
Association–National Basketball Association merger in 1976,
revolutionizing the NBA’s image. He pays homage to
legendary talents including Julius “Dr. J” Erving, Magic
Johnson, and Michael Jordan and reveals how two polaropposite rookies, Larry Bird and Magic Johnson, led game
attendance to skyrocket and racial lines to dissolve. Croatto
also dives into CBS’s personality-driven coverage of key
players, as well as other cable television efforts, which
launched NBA players into unprecedented celebrity status.
Essential reading whether you’re a casual or longtime fan,
From Hang Time to Prime Time is an enthralling and
entertaining celebration of basketball history.

Learn the Inspiring Story of the Legendary Point Guard
Jason Kidd! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet
or Kindle device! In Jason Kidd: The Inspiring Story of
One of Basketball's Greatest Point Guards, you will learn
the inspirational story of one of basketball's premier point
guards, Jason Kidd. Jason Kidd was easily one of the
best point guards to play the game of basketball
throughout the 2000s. With an extraordinary ability to
pass the ball at precisely the right time, Kidd was like
Steve Nash in that he made the teammates around him
fundamentally better. Being an NBA Champion (with the
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Dallas Mavericks
2011), ten-time All-Star and five-time
All-NBA First Team member, Jason Kidd's passing and
rebounding abilities made him feared by opponents. He
corralled triple-doubles years before flashy athletic point
guards like Russell Westbrook began doing so. Read on
to learn Kidd's inspiring story. Here is a preview of what
is inside this book: Childhood and Early Life High School
Career College Career Jason Kidd's NBA Career Getting
Drafted Rookie Campaign First All-Star Season Tensions
in Dallas, the Trade to Phoenix, Fresh Start with the
Suns, First Playoff Appearance First Full Season with
Phoenix, Igniting the Scorching Suns Shortened Season,
Another First Round Exit Breaking Through to the
Second Round Final Season in Phoenix The Trade to
New Jersey, Reaching the NBA Finals Second
Consecutive Finals Appearance Teaming Up with Vince
Carter Leading a Trio with Carter and Jefferson Final
Stretch in New Jersey, the Return to Dallas Contending
as a Mav First and Only NBA Championship Final
Season with Dallas Stop at the Big Apple, and
Retirement Coaching Career USA National Basketball
Team Career Personal Life Impact, Legacy, and Future
An excerpt from the book: As far as ranking the top point
guards in the history of the NBA is concerned, no list
would be truly complete without Jason Kidd somewhere
on top of all of the other playmakers the league has
seen. Why not? He is an NBA champion, a 10-time AllStar, a six-time All-NBA Team member, a nine-time AllDefensive Team selection, a two-time Olympic Gold
medalist, and a five-time assist leader. On paper alone
you would see how valuable of a point guard Kidd was in
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his 19-year
NBA stint.
However, there were also times
when he was not truly befitting of being called a
historically elite point guard because of all the criticisms
and shortcomings he has had as a player. He came into
the league with virtually no jump shot and a very minimal
offensive repertoire. He has had struggles with coaches
and even, for a while, lacked the work ethic needed to be
elite. And, for most of his career, he was never the
leader of a championship team. But, for all those
criticisms and downsides to his game, Jason Kidd was
always a leader that made his other teammates great by
doing everything else on the court. He always made it a
point to find teammates because scoring the ball himself
was never really his top priority. His ability to rebound the
ball at a high level for a point guard made sure he could
trigger fast-break opportunities at a quick rate. And his
ability to defend every guard position earned him the
reputation of being an elite defender in his prime. Kidd's
vast array of skills made him a ray of sunshine to a
franchise because he always lifted his teammates up in
every way possible. Tags: Jason Kidd Bio, Jason Kidd
basketball, New Jersey Nets basketball, Steve Nash,
Vince Carter, Kevin Garnett, Gary Payton, Ray Allen,
Jason Terry, Dirk Nowitzki, Richard Jefferson
Learn the Incredible Story of Chicago Bull & NBA Great
Scottie Pippen! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone,
tablet or Kindle device! In Scottie Pippen: The Inspiring
Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Small Forwards,
you'll read about the inspirational story of basketball's
star, Scottie Pippen. This short unauthorized biography
of Scottie Pippen highlights the greatest moments of his
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career. Scottie
Pippen
was one of the underdog stories
of the NBA when he first entered the league, drafted
surprisingly as the fifth overall pick by the Seattle
Supersonics before being traded on draft night to the
Chicago Bulls. He would become a central figure
alongside Michael Jordan in the Bulls' historic
championship runs of the 90s. Even after the Bulls
dynasty dismantled, Scottie would impress as he spent
the later part of his career seeking championship number
seven as part of the Portland TrailblazersRead on to
learn about the days of when Scottie Pippen played
alongside Michael Jordan, Dennis Rodman, Toni Kukoc,
Ron Harper and Steve Kerr in some of the greatest times
of Chicago Bulls' basketball history. Here is a preview of
what is inside this book: Childhood and High School
Years College Years at the University of Central
Arkansas Scottie's NBA Career Pippen's Personal Life
Scottie Pippen's Impact on Basketball Pippen's Most
Memorable Moments Pippen's Legacy & Future An
excerpt from the book: Tom and Jerry. Lone Ranger and
Tonto. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. Batman and
Robin. Jordan and Pippen. It's hard to describe a man
who many have believed was a mere sidekick to Michael
Jordan. However, like Jerry, Tonto, Dr. Watson, and
Robin, Scottie Pippen also established a name for
himself in the game of basketball. Most of his career
happened in the shadows of Jordan and people fail to
realize that without Pippen, Chicago potentially would not
have created the wining Bulls dynasty. Pippen once said,
"Sometimes a player's greatest challenge is coming to
grips with his role on the team." He not only came to
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grips with4his
role, but
embraced it, quietly racking up
impressive statistics while giving his teammates the
spotlight. The 6-time NBA Champion and all-leader in
steals and assists among forwards, is one of the most
versatile players in NBA history. Although Pippen
averaged over 20 points a game along with 7 rebounds,
he was continually overshadowed by the shooting guard
god, Jordan. It wasn't until Pippen was charged with
guarding Magic Johnson in the 1991 NBA Finals that
everyone began to take notice and see Pippen in his
own right. The world soon began to uncover the mystery
surrounding Pippen's rise to fame in the basketball
world. In the height of his prime, Pippen made 10
consecutive All-NBA First Defensive teams, and was
only one of three NBA players to record 200 steals and
100 blocks in a single season. He was known to block
the lanes of opposing teams with his unusually long
wingspan (2.2m) and jumping ability. Coach Phil Jackson
once described him as a "one man wrecking crew." His
tireless work ethic and selfless playing style often
resulted in him leading the Bulls in blocks and assists.
He finished 23rd in all-time assists in his career. Pippen
is truly one of the league's greatest treasures and few
players in NBA history have actually matched his
versatility. He was an incredibly unique player. On
defense, he combined his height with strength and
athleticism and there was no area he didn't excel in.
Tags: Scottie Pippen, Chicago Bulls, Portland
Trailblazers, Houston Rockets, Michael Jordan, Ron
Harper, Steve Kerr, Dennis Rodman, Charles Barkley,
Kobe Bryant, Larry Bird, Karl Malone, Magic Johnson,
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An opinionated tour of the past, present, and future of
pro basketball, written by ESPN's "Sports Guy"
columnist, shares insights on everything from major NBA
events and underrated players to how Hall of Famers
should be selected.
A fast-break history of basketball--from its humble
beginnings to its all-time great players--featuring
engaging true tales from the court and vivid, dynamic
illustrations. Whether it's millionaire pros facing off in an
indoor arena full of screaming fans or a lone kid shooting
hoops on an outdoor court, basketball is one of the most
popular and widely played sports in the world. The
Comic Book Story of Basketball gives you courtside
seats to the history of hoops. It chronicles the sport from
its beginnings in a YMCA in Massachusetts to its current
status as a beloved international game for men and
women of all ages. Learn the true stories behind the
college game, the street game, the women's game, and
the international game, with legendary players and
coaches like Dr. J, Michael Jordan, LeBron James, and
Steph Curry profiled throughout.
The Great Book of Baseball is an entertaining, instructive
and interesting Trivia & Facts book about Baseball. This
book shows how intertwined with everyday life baseball
has been over the years, from its relationship to world
conflicts to the impact on US Presidents.
Dražen Petrovic was born on October 22, 1964, in
Šibenik, Croatia. Learning basketball at an early age
from his older brother, Aleksandar, Dražen was a
natural. He began his professional career at the age of
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fifteen, playing
for the
national team, where he began his
rise through the European circuit. Known as a skilled
shooter, it was not unusual for him to score 40, 50, even
60 points during a single game. While playing for
Yugoslavia in the Olympics, Dražen and his team
finished with the bronze medal in the 1984 Summer
Olympic Games and the silver in the ’88 Games. He
later won silver in the ’92 Olympics while playing for
Croatia. In 1986, Dražen was drafted in the third round
(60th overall) by the NBA’s Portland Trail Blazers.
Deciding to play a few more years in Europe, he did not
come to the US until the beginning of the 1989–1990
season. Dražen, along with a handful of other players,
were part of the first groups of Europeans to break into
the NBA, paving the way for future stars. After struggling
with playing time in Portland, Dražen was traded to the
New Jersey Nets in 1991. He would become a premier
player and was considered one of the finest shooters in
the NBA, averaging over 20 points a game in his two full
seasons with the Nets. He was both a hero in the US as
well as at home in Croatia, where his success had
become a beacon of hope for his beleaguered
countrymen who were enduring war in what is now the
former Yugoslavia. In the summer of 1993, after his best
season in the NBA, Dražen traveled to Poland to help his
country qualify for the upcoming FIBA European
Basketball Championship. Deciding against flying with
his team back to Croatia, he instead chose to drive there
with his girlfriend. On June 7, 1993, only a few months
before his twenty-ninth birthday, Dražen Petrovic died in
a traffic collision in Denkendorf, Germany. Thousands
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in his hometown, and the New
Jersey Nets retired his number 3. Even though his career
was cut short, his passion, determination, and spirit
continue to influence not only his home country, but
international basketball as a whole. Skyhorse Publishing,
along with our Arcade, Good Books, Sports Publishing,
and Yucca imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
biographies, autobiographies, and memoirs. Our list
includes biographies on well-known historical figures like
Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and Alexander
Graham Bell, as well as villains from history, such as
Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J.
Simpson. We have also published survivor stories of
World War II, memoirs about overcoming adversity, firsthand tales of adventure, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
Basketballs fun--let's play! Find all the basics ion this
lively guide. The markings on a basketball court What
basketball players wear The three team positions The
excitement of passing the ball The thrill of making a
basket All these and more are included, with a useful
glossary at the end.
"The unlikeliest of champions, the 1949-50 City College
Beavers were extraordinary by every measure: City
College was a tuition-free, merit-based college in Harlem
known for its intellectual achievements and political
radicalism rather than its athletic prowess. Only two
years after Jackie Robinson broke the major league
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(and the NBA was still segregated),
every single member of the Beavers was either Jewish
or African American. Yet this scrappy, come-fromnowhere team thrived in the highly competitive era when
college basketball fans dwarfed the numbers that
followed the professional teams. Then, less than a year
after winning both the NIT and NCAA basketball
tournaments in the same season--still the only team to
ever have done so--the team's starting five were
arrested. Charged with colluding with gamblers to shave
points, these celebrated young men became symbols of
disillusionment and corruption. Their dramatic story is set
against the larger backdrop of post-war New York when
gangsters controlled the city's illegal sports gambling, the
police were on their payroll, and everyone was getting
rich--except the young men actually playing the games.
Yet they were the ones who took the fall when the party
finally ended"-Copyright: eee41ad6b0496cf4d28d33721fdb5061
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